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CALCUTIA-13

Presidents are iIi trouble. . President Ayub has been forced by the
mounting wave of student discontent to give some concessions, but
these have come rather( late in the day. The demands of the students are
political -freedom
of expression,
release
of detained
leaders
like
Bhutto and an end to corruption.
Something more is at stake than a few
halting reforms in the universities.
The' students, on the whole, have shown
a lfine. sense of organisation in Rawalpindi and other places and they have
the sympathy of the public.
Even men in the army are having second
thoughts about the stability of the regime.
It is now clear that more and
more people have become conscious of the need to go to the root of the
matter in Pakistan.
Thanks to the rigidity of Basic Democracy, political
parties are not faring very well ; there are too many of them at loggerheads
with one another.
That· is why students and others look up to individuals
when they dare ·speak up against the Ayub regime.
Not that the days
of the !regime are numbered in weeks
months.
It is a question of an
alliance between the students and! workers and peasants, and the process
is bound to be long. The administrators ·will not spare any means to
throttle the voice of dissent.
The air will be thick with allegations
of
conspiracy
as the presidential
election approaches,
and the regime, as
Bhutto said in his banned
book, .will turn again .to the West for
survival.
In Egypt President Nasser must have. been surprised by,the
sudden
outburst of student anger.
There have. been bloody clashes in which at
least 16 people were killed at Manshoura and in Alexandria.
It will not
do to blame it all on outside elements.
The size of. the demonstrations,
in which, significantly, workers also joined, show that the authorities failed
to grasp the depth of student anger.
The students want a free Press and
greater freedom of exp,ression arid association.
That
members
of the
Muslim Brotherhood
may have been involved does not mean that the
demonstrations
were organised by reactionary elements-all
sorts of people
try to exploit such a situation.
.The students are angry at the delay in
implementing the reform
programme
announced
by President
Nasser
months ago.
They are also impatient that the defeat of. 1967 has not
been avenged.
One wonders what the Indian Government
would have
proclaimed and done had such demonstrations
taken place so soon after a
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FRONTIER
Japan to lend them more active help
than mere staging and base building
facilities. According to Japanese Press
reports, the Americans have urged
Japan to "take charge of defence operations in areas east of Burma". They
are also reportedly
asking her to,
create marine corps in exchange for'
the return of Okinawa.
That the advice has fallen on willing ears can be seen from the rapid
expansion of Japan's military power.
Mr Sato introduced the Third Defence
Programme (1967-7! L which set a
total military expenditure of 2,340,000
million yen, equivalent to Japan's total
military expenditure in the past 15
years. Under this programme the
Japanese army will have 180,00 men
instead of t 45,000 and it will include
airborne anti-guerilla forces. The air
force will be equipped with ,missiles
capable of carryi~g nuclear warheads.
The Japanese munitions industry u,nder
'ten Zaibatsu has stepped up production and supplies a large part of ciimaments and weapons required by the
embattled South-East Asian governments. Even armament factories are
being lifted, to different clients-a
bullet manufacturing plant in the
Philippines and a gunpowder plant in
Burma. Under the Fourth Defence
The Japanese Premier, .Mr Eisaku Progratpme, (1971-75) the Japanese
SalO, ,is !feported to
have rejected are said to be ,contemplating, construcMr Nixon's suggestion that Japan tion of aircraft carriers and nuClearshould assume a leading military role powered submarines. ,Following the
in Asia. But not m'any people 'are like- capture of the spy' vessel Pueblo South
ly to be taken in by this" protestation, , Korea has' been included in the
for the facts speak much louder. Al- sphere of defence by the Self-Defence
though Japan's 'no-war' Constitution , Forces. Now the' blueprint is ready
forbade "forever" the possession of to extend the sphere of Japan's "selfany military forces and foreswore ,the defence" to the Strait of M·alacca'.
The militarization of Japan is as
"right" to wage war, much has been
done since the days of, Mr Nobusuke much an American necessity as it is
Kishi, a former jingoist premier, ~Q, of the Japanese oligopolists, The
subvert this constitutional limitation. astronomical spendi~g on the Vietnam
Ever since the Korean war the Penta- war has badly shaken the dollar and
to save the dollar it is ,imperative that
gon has been egging on Tokyo
assume an active role in the struggle the U.S. passes some of the military
against China. U.S.-Japan security buck to Japanese sub-imperialism. It
agreements have turned Japan (with is not only a question' of taking over
200 military bases and installations in part of the responsibility' from the
Okinawa and 72 others in and around American gendarme in Asia but also
Tokyo) into the largest bridgehead of stabilizing the U.S: economy by placU,S. aggression in Asia. Now with ing fat orders for the American armathe growing strain of the Vietnam war ments industry. Under the ,Third
the, Americans, have been pressurizing Defence Programme Japan is scheduled

shattering military defeat. It would
perhaps have declared the nation as
one of traitors and imposed martial
law.
Student trouble has been stalking
U.P., but it has not yet acquired any
political character. The presence of
the Jana Sangh-RSS in strength confuses the situation and
Isometimes
one is not aware of what led to
what. .The universities are no longer
leisurely places of
learning;
the
economic depression cannot be wished away, and any hasty increase in
tuition Or examination fees or, for
that matter, the price of cinema
tickets-tends
to spark off agitation.
'The police, by their
iprovocation,
add fuel to the fire. In the situation,
'Down with Urdu' and 'Save the
Clow' slogans and music before mosques" as in Cuttack, sometimes disturb
tbe air, detracting the attention of the
students from their just
demands.
'There are, however, signs of a division between the Jana Sangh-RSS
group and others, and th~ sharper it
becomes the better for the student·
movement in this country.

Nippon Again ?

:tq

2

to purchase from the U.S. about $400
million worth of modern arms, including Nike and Hawk missiles. In
the Japan~U.S. meeting on trade and
,'economic affairs held in Honolulu in
January the Americans made an
"extremely aggressive" demand that
Japan should increase the scale of
arms purchases from the U.S. They
particularly attempted to thrust upon
Japan the newest jet fighter-bomber
F-III.
The Japanese oligopolists too feel
that the present rate, of economic
growth cannot be sustained without
banking on the defence industry, In
a world of proliferating guerillas armaments seem to have a steadier market than tran$istors. Through the
medium of the defence industry the
Big Biz hope to acquire from the U.S.
advanced technologies for aircraft,
space industry qnd ',electronics. The
Japan~se drive for militarization also
comes in the wake of an expanding
Japanese commercial empire in Asia.
While the export of Japanese capital
to South-East Asia has tremendously
increased the whole region has become
a vast rich backyard of japanese industry. Together with the U.S. the
Japanese military-industrial complex is
rapidly developing a stake in the maintenance of the status quo in the region. ' 'On the plea of safeguarding
the so-called Japanese life line the
ZaibatsLf is now planning to send warships to South-East Asian waters.

The Game Goes On
.Immediately after Saigon's initial
refusal to take part in the Paris
talks, the Americans made some
show . of being annoyed at Thieu's
impertinence. If Thieu has now agreed
to send a delegation to Paris, it is not
because Washington has put him in his
place. On the contrary, the Americans have conceded the substance of _
his demand.
Their statement of
November 27 clearly said: "We will
regard arid treat all the persons on the
other side of the table-whatever they
might claim for themselves-as members of a single side, and for practical
purposes as a single delegation." This,
DECEMBER
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they added, was "consistent with our
view of the nature of the so-called
National Liberation Frant." They did
not, however, choose to point out that
it was whally inconsistent with the
terms in which Johnson proposed substantive peace talks. So even before
the talks started the Americans did
not hesitate to go back upon one of
their main commitments;
this may
well serve as a forewarning about their
conduct during and after the talks.
The American and the Saigon positian is, of course, basically unacceptable to North Vietnam and the
Natianal Liberation Front. But the
latter might still give the talks a
chance; further exposure of American
deception would perhaps da them no
harm. Neither Hanoi nOr the NLF
can have any illusions about Washington's protestations of peaceable intentions, nor about the nature of Washington's puppets in Saigon. Yet, whatever
the Americans and their Sauth Vietnamese creatures might wish to happen, there are certain realities which
they can no longer ignore. The question is how far they will go in recognizing these realities at the expense of
what they wish, and this can be tested, far the time being, only at the
Paris talks.
That the talks wauld be hard going
has always been known; how hard
can now be imagined from the difficulties attending even the initial procedural matters. One theory is that both
Washingtan and Hanoi agreed that
each would be free to have its own
view of the nature of the opposing delegations.
But surely no serious
business can be dane on this basis.
One cannot even be sure how much
serious business is ex'pected, or how
·saon. The Americans have shown no
sign that they are seriously interested
in an early cease-'fire; the other side
is, in any case, openly committed ta
continued struggle till the aggression is
completely routed. Recent trends in
the fighting have 'Only confirmed the
need for. carrying on the struggle. The
Americans have not only raided the
Demilitarized Zone and intruded into
it in force, they have bombed a place
in North Vietnam and their attacks
alang the Cambodian border have
DECEMBER

reached a new peak of escalation. Even
areas around Saigon have been subjected to renewed bombing. There
has in fact been no change in the
American g2.me : chicanery over 'Or at
peace negotiations and savagery in.
aggression. This has surp,rised few' of
those who have watched the game so
far, and the NLF has not failed to
respond in battIe.

Titoist Socialism

farmed imperialists that the evening
version of the communist party organ
Borba said a week ago that Yugoslavia
was prepared to ask NATO to intervene if Warsaw Pact cauntries threatened her socialist sovereignty. It is
not yet known whether the NATO
Powers have decided to add, for this
added responsibility, a few more billions to their military budget of $100
billion a year.
President Tito's
composure had of COurse a crack
after
the Russian
tarantella
in
Czechaslovakia.
Even before August 20, he ceased to be the lion
of the Third World. He came down
so often on the side of the post-Stalinist Soviet policy, he so often certi'lled
the honourable intentions of the Russians that leadership of the Third
World slipped away from his hands.
After August 20, he is in a soup. He
cannot make head or tail why the Russians unceremoniously wiped out the
20th CPSU Congress policy-independent paths to socialism and peaceful co-existence. The new doctrine of
socialist commonwealth, the restricted
countries,
legalising the stay of
Russian troops in Czechaslovakia, the
possibility of Bulgaria dissolving her
own sovereignty and merging herself
with the USSR-no
wonder Marshal
Tita has become rather hoarse.

As President
Tito celebrates the
25th year 'Of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 2.6 million Yugoslavs go without a job, 3.5 million are
underemployed and 3.5 millian work
outside the country because there are
no jobs available in Yugoslavia. All
this, in a land where the total population is 20 million. In the open society
'Of Yugoslavia, where there is nd centralised :i='lanningand control, this is
as it was destined to be-jobs cannot
be created to serve the national interest. The self-management
councils
are all concerned with efficiency, pTaductivity and pratection of their own
members, most of whom are veteran
partisans who naurish the memories of
their valiant fight against the Nazis
and relax. The young graduates finding the block at the top leave the
How far Russia would go is anycountry; seventy thousand left recent- boay's guess. It can be imagined that,
ly to look for jobs.
sa long used to East Europe minus
Yugoslavia, Russia would not interPresident Tito, the liberal socialist, fere with President Tito simply beis taking the obvious way out. He cause of ideology or whatever that
encaurages foreign investment from, means to Russia. Besides, NATO has
as he says, reformed and penitent ca- issued a warning. President Tito
pitalists.
One such, Britain, en- would be possibly left alone in his
tered into an agreement with YugO- waiting for History to bring about
slavia on October 25 to give a £ IO communist revolutions in each State in
million credit to modernise Yugoslav "Marx's good time". By the way, are
industries and take a share in manage- Tito and his League of Communists
rial techniques and technological pro- still regarded as cammunist? Janos
cesses. The EEC, with which Yugo- Kadar said, yes, because President Tito
slavia carries 65% 'Of her total trade, had expressed his sympathy fOr the
are having even licensing agreements. Vietnam liberation war, no matter what
Meanwhile, Yugoslav exports to the his other views are. What Castro reEast European countries are going cently said about the Yugoslav leaddown year by year; last year they ers supplying vital arms to Batista durwent down by £ 1I5 million, this year, ing the Cuban liberation war and asby October, by £ IOO million.
suring Castro of such help without
Such is their bonhomie with the re- ful'filling their promises is no matter.
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about the present monetary cnS1S in
nominally he still retains the kingdom, the western world. The functionaries
but the majesty is no longer there. A of the communist parties may yet take
The Franc
downward adjustment of the exchange a cue from all this, if they want to.
There is a time to devalue the rate for the national currency us'ually But, perhaps, along with their moranational currency and a time for not leads to an instant pressure on prices. lity, their intellect too is in an advancdoing so. Whatever else may have If such price increases are acquiesed ed state of decomposition.
happened to his well-laid plans, at in, the very purpose of devaluation is
least General de Gaulle's sense of tim- frustrated, and the problem of balance
Currency Politics
ing has remained unimpaired. In of payments remains as intractable as
1958, when a seeming corrosive in- ever. Therefore, despite the flurry
flation had gripped France, he did ac- of speculators moving out of the French A correspondent writes:
The future of the franc is still
cept the logic of devaluation. The act franc and into the German mark and
helped to restore the country's exter- the Swiss franc, devaluation per se uncertain and nobody knows whether
nal accounts ; the severe domestic po- would not have provided any cure for de Gaulle will be able to pull it off.
licies of income and price restraint France. A weak government should He is blaming it all on the explosion
that followed ushered in a remarkable shun devaluation, for it is in no posi- of May and June, but the fact remains
economic resurgence. 1968, however, tion to clamp down the strong-arm that even after that
upheaval the
bears little family resemblance to measures which have to accompany French economy showed signs of re1958. Despite the near-immutability the lowering of the external value of covery, contrary to the expectation
of' the communist vote, the political the currency. Charles de Gaulle no of the pessimists. What has been
scene in France ten years ago was longer exercises a dominating' charis- happening since then is that the same
marked by a docility altogether rare matic influence on the French people; patriotic French who voted en bloc
for that nation. The General made his economic writs are likely to be for the Gaullist regime got unnerved
full use of the opportunity: a series of observed more by the breach from by speculative reports that the DM
internal reforms, aimed at holding the now on. For all one can surmise, would be revalued and the franc
price line, were swiftly put in motion devaluation would have immediately devalued. Those who' had capital to
in the wake of the devaluation of the evoked a clamour for a further escala- spare joined the scramble to convert
franc. He had' then the political tion of internal wage rates, sO as to it into the Deutsche Mark; in six
strength to do what he did. This year, compensate workers for the inevitable months nearly $3000 million of French
-= increase i~ the prices of goods import- capital-about half the total Central
ed and having imported components. reserve-were
turned into DM and
And each successiv~ wage
adjus.t- other currencies. The trek to the
BOILERS ment would have given rise to propoFrench frontiers have caused freOIL FIRED PACKAGE
sals for further devalutions ; the spe- quent traffic jams in the past few
BOILERS
OIL FIRED PACKAGE
culators would have continued to have weeks. The French authorities became
BOILERS a fj.eld day.
PACKAGE
aware of this crisis of confidence over
OIL FIRED
General de Gaulle did not fall for the franc rather late and by, panicky
the trap. He overruled his economic .actions, accentuated the process. HowCOAL FIRED BOILERS
counsellors and took a decision that ever, de Gaulle had to keep his word
COAL FIRED BOILERS
was essentially political. This is at it of November 11 that devaluation
should
be. To lower the international would be an absurdity-pre-devaluaCOAL FIRED BOILERS
par of a country's currency is much tion proclamations are taken with a
more than an exercise in economics. grain of salt-but President de Gaulle
NU-WAY /NESTLER BURNERS
It is a symbol of surrender, and, to is different. He has announced austeNU_WAY/NESTLER BURNERS
that extent, implies an admission that rity measures to shore up the franc:
the country's stature is diminished;
There will be trouble if these lead to
NU-WA Y /NESTLER BURNERS
this diminution in stature in its train wage cuts and increasing unemployOIL FIRED PACKAGE BOILERS brings about some long-run economic ment.
consequences as well. This lesson,
Meanwhile, the political overtones
COAL FIRED BOILERS
which the Indian politicians did not of the currency crisis are becoming
grasp in 1966, was obvious to the loud. A neW note of arrogance has
NU-WAY /NESTLER BURNERS
President of France: the franc, he de- crept into the West Genna\l Press;
cided, was not for burnipg.
one mass-circulation daily proclaimNESTLER BOILERS
The plaudits for it all, however, ed that the West Germans are now
should readily go to the young revo- No. 1 in Europe.' There is uneasiPRIV ATE LIMITED
lutionaries of last May and June. . It ness that Bonn may try to use its
Love Lane, Cross Lane
is the chain of events following these economic strength to achieve political
Byculla, BOMBA Y-27 DD
_ exciting spring days which has brought
DECEMBER 7, 1968

power in Europe. In Britain, there is
suspicion that the refusal of the West
Germans to revalue the DM is almost
an act of retaliation against the defeat of 1945 and occupation. Bonn,
on the other hand,. says that if the
franc and sterling are sick, it is no
business of the doctor-the
DM-to
swallow; the bitter pill. Those who
were never enamoured of de Gaulle
is happy to find him in his present
predicament. They think that the present crisis has brought to the surface
the fact that the centre of power has
moved from Paris to Bonn. That
this had not been evident so long was
due to the fact that de Gaulle was
larger than life. The French upheaval of May-June made him look smaller, and now he has been almost cut
down to size by the fragility of his
franc.
Quite a bit of the German economic
miracle has behind it the protective
defence umbrella of the Allied Powers, a factor w)1ich Mr Wilson would
like to use in bargaining with Bonn.
If Bonn does not bear the costs of
occupation or does not revalue the
DM London may withdraw British
forces from West Germany. The
Germans, however, are not in a mood
to take this threat seriously in view
of the proclaimed British policy to
strengthen Nato after the Russian action in Czechoslovakia. The possibility remains that the West Germans
will now throw their weight about in
European affairs in a more determined manner. Herr Strauss, the Finance Minister, is not a dove and he
must be delighted with the opportunities opened up by the Soviet action
in Czechoslovakia and the currency
crisis. Those who shrieked in horror
when the French students burnt a few
things,-"every car burnt cost the communists so many votes" etc.-did not
seem to ponder over the consequences
of moving a vast army into Czechoslovakia. Now the world sees the
pathetic spectacle of Mr Kosygin inviting t9 the Kremlin passing Americans and imploring them to impress
upon Washington the necesf;ity of immediate action over the Non-Proliferation Treaty and of talks on stopping
the missiles race.
DECEMBER
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Calcutta Diary
CHARAN

ABOUT this time last year Dr P. C.
Ghosh had got him put away
in prison, where he languished till
April. The Principal of the Presidency College had always been fond
of him, and his remonstrations with
the 'authorities' lfinally led to the
young man's release in April. The
examinations were round the cornerin July. He had to catch up with a
whole backlog of studies, and laboratory experiments. But he did it:
when the results were out a couple of
months ago, it was seen that he has
secured a piping first class in his
honours. On the dawn of Robert
McNamara's visit, the police returned: once more, the 'authorities' have
transferred him from the Presidency
College to the Presidency J ail, where
he is now.
When editorial
writers in newspapers fatuously refer to 'student
hoodlums', I guess they have him and
his friends in mind. If they have at
all any moral courage, these gentlemen-journalists-may
be on their.
way to the races at the Alipore Turf
-should
stop by at the Presidency
Jail and meet the young man I
have in mind and his comrades; it
will be a cathartic experience. No,
dear gentlemen of the mercenary
Press, the real hoodlums are not those
who are being rounded up in the early
hours of the morning from their homes
or college hostels, the hoodlums are
elsewhere: in New Delhi, in Raj
Bhavan, on the first floor of Writers'
Buildings, in air-conditioned banquet
rooms of the posh hotels, in that
bounded area which passes for 'South
of Park Street'. These are the places
infested by elements who use public
resources to further their very (private
causes, who use their oligopolistic position to hike prices of essential goods,
who deprive labour of their due earnings, who cheat on paying income and
corporation tax, who will not bat an
eye to commit a malfeasance since they
know that in this unequal society each
of them is beyond the reach of law,

GUPTA

who will sell the country short sO
long as their own pockets can be
lined. The hoodlums are the whitecapped politicians who preach prohibition and at the same time run private stills at Juhu or Khar ; they are
those who talk of self-reliance and yet
lick Robert McNamara's boots
in
anticipation of bounty ; they are those
who pretend to run a newspaper, get
released imported
newsprint
and
stealthily sell it in the black market.
¥o

¥o

Yet I lfind a lot of. hope in all this.
A system which feels itseH safe only
by locking up in prison the cream of
the younger generation
cannot last
for long : its nervousness is itself the
best witness of its precarious existence.
Its feeling of insecurity also deprives
it of even run-of-the-mill
commonsense. By jailing the brilliant, lovable, sensitive young man I referred
to above, the police would of course
not be able to 'reform' him; on the
contrary, his spirits will burn still
more fiercely. And the number of
his admirers will multiply. What the
authorities perhaps aim at IS some
short-duration quiet.
By whisking
away a Or b or c, maybe for today
they are ensuring that trouble would
be marginally less;
worrying about
tomorrow is not their portfolio, nor
of any of their colleagues ; each and
all, they are short-term philosophers,
milching the country while the going
is go adJ.
It is amazing how none of the
politicians-and,
for that matter, the
class-based newspapers-bothers
to
ask why students are on the rampage
across the country. None of them
possesses the intellectual
sophistication either to be able to pick the distinct political content of the student
unrest in West Bengal, which sets it
apart from the Uttar Pradesh variant,
where students go on the rampage
merely because concessional cinema
tickets are not made available to
them. I have a lurking suspicion
that the Congress leadership would
5

But, then, one should not have too
This faith in the efficiency of the in- many illusions about the rule of law
rather put up with the vulgarity and ternational demonstration effect would in the present-day setting.
crassness of agitations launched by have been touching if it were honest.
students in the northern parts of the It isn't; it is merely an attempt to
My Naxalbari friends are going to
rationalise something which they do clout me, yet I can hardly wait for
country from time to time-since
these are essentially bereft of political not understand, but which they are the February day when the mid-term
contexts-than
tolerate the immense- impatient about. No doubt, the lack poll, insha allah, is to take place. I
ly more literate, immensely more SO- of docility among students in a symp- cannot take any more of Shri Dharma
cially relevant movements sponsored tom of a process, but this process in- Vira ,and! his pictures adorning the
by Calcutta students. The rulers could volves a whole complex of economic Calcutta newspapers every morning,
not care less if the younger generation and social developments, culminating, seven days in the week. With a govturn. corrupt, lack culture,
develop in a particular rpolitical thrust. But ernment installed following the midlurid tastes ; let them go astray by all all this passes the understanding ot term election-never
mind whether
_means, the ,authorities will benignly the politicians in power and their Congress, United Front, or-what
is
look on ; but, for heaven's sa}<.e,they henchmen. They want to treat the the name-INDF-,
at least Shri
must not turn political, they must not whole thing as ,a law-and-order pro- pharma Vira will have some compeimbibe Mao Tse-tung and Che blem ; throw the more spirited youth tition from the ministers. It is diffiGuevara; they should read Harold into prison and break the heads of a cult to believe that all this assiduous
Robbins and Erle Stanley Gardener few of the other recalcitrants, and all public relations on his behalf is done
instead. The Customs will confiscate will be well with the wo.rld. The without the Governor's knowledge, or
consignments of Mao Tse-tung and assiduous cultivation of this line of despite his pleadings. The latest insGuevara's works, although under what policy leads me to conclude that these tance of an attempt to build Shri
clause of what rule nobody knowS. politicians not only do not worry about Dharma Vira's image is the story
In contrast, look at the ,pile of girlie the future, they are not even interested about how the Governor, righteous
magazines which have flooded the in learning the lessons from the past. indignation boiling over, attacked the
The history of the first 'five decades of Centre for its neglect of Calcutta at
market.
this century-the history of this country last week's meeting of the National
Another habitual ploy put into use itself, and some of the politicians were Development Council and demanded
by the ruling politicians-providing
a themselves participants while this his- a substantially larger allocation for
show the State. Somebody who was present
further alibi for non-thinking-is
the tory was being unfolded-would
theorem that the turmoil among the that you don't stretch the longevity at the meeting asserts that there is
students is part of the world-wide of your regime very far by detaining nothing to the story. The lion in Calprocess, and very little can be done young men and women of the land ; cutta is a mouse in New Delhi. A
to stem its tide from just this end. on the contrary, you may actually civilian Governor is treated with bareAs if Daniel Cohn-Bendit explains all. shorten the longevity.
ly concealed contempt by popularly
elected Chief Ministers and Union
Several of the arrests made on the eve Ministers. Shri Dharma Vira was
of the McNamara visit were, under the called upon to speak at the fag enp of
Preventive Detention Act, obviously the day, rambled on about generalities.
to prevent those arrested from taking, for seven or eight minutes, and it was
part in the demonstrations against the time for the next speaker. A.ll the
President of the World! Bank. It thunder is reserved for Calcutta jourwould thus seem that a new adminis]
nalists.
trative interpretation of our constitutional rights and prerogatives and the
1
NOTICE
limitations thereof is in the offing:
if the authorities so decide, our right
Articles cannot be returne
to demonstrate can be severely limited,
by retu
and, in anticipation that I might de- unless accompanied
monstrate, I might be picked up. Mr
Robert McNamara may therefore be postage.
Business Manag
only the thin end of the wedge: with
'Fron~
the precedent noW 'firmly etsablished,
anybody can now be arrested under the CENTRAL
NEWS AGENCY
Preventive Detention Act if the visiting dignitay is Mr Atulya Ghosh or 23/90 Connau!rht Place
Mr Humayun Kabir-or,
for that New Delhi-l
matter, a performing chimpanzee.
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View from Delhi

How Many Naxalbaris ?
FROM

A

POLITICAL

A TandlongMrlast,Chavan
Mr Namboodiripad
seem to have
discovered a common wave-Iengthover the communist extremists, amorphously described by slick copywriters
as Naxalites. There is nothing more,
that the Namboodiripad Government
could be ex'pected to do about the
two armed raids on police posts in
Kerala last week than what has already been done. Even helicopters
may be requisitioned for the' massive police man-hunt in the Wynad
forests. One presumes that all the
public polemics over the deployment
of the CRP etc wfre forgotten and a
complete identity of views on law and
order established when the Chief
Minister had a 45-minute meeting
with the Union Home Minister here
on November 30.
All this, notwithstanding a possibility conceded by the Union Home
Ministry sources, namely, that the
CPI (M)'s agents provocateur could
have engineered the two highly dramatised raids which betray a degree of
political imbecility. The raids were
timed for the Thodupuzha conference
of the breakaway communist extremists and it is officially admitted that
among those the Kerala 'police suspect
are some members of the CPI (M)'s
volunteer force. Mr Namboodiripad
tried to make out that these elements
did not belong to his party any more
but belonged to it until recently. At
any rate, the police version of the
Tcllicherry raid strains one's ability to
comprehend things. The 300 odd who
marched on the station dispersed
leaving arms, literature and 'pictures
of Mao even before they encountered
the four Or five policemen inside !
Perhaps Mr Chavan was more realistic than Mr Namboodiripad when
he told Parliament that they should
not take an exaggerated view of these
two incidents. He also referred to
the big contradiction the CPI (M) was
DECEMBER
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facing. He could not complete what
he had to say when his attention was
diverted by members.
To get to the bottom of things, it
is obvious that the two raids in
Kerala, whoever was behind them,
do not fit into the general pattern.
Mr Chavan should have known by
now that the All-India Co-ordinating
Committee of Communist Revolutionaries met in Calcutta in the third week
of October and reviewed the develop.ments since the Naxalbari movement.
The committee calledJ for the setting
up of revolutionary bases in rural
areas wherever the communist revolutionaries had a following. In the
wake of the call, the girijan movement
in Srikakulam district in Andhra Pradesh (which the CPI (M) leadership
had virtually' disowned on the eVe of
the Burdwan split) has been revived.
There are reports of similar movements in Nalgonda district in Telengana which followed the Andhra Pradesh Co-ordinating Committee's call
for revival of Telengana. Mr Chavan
reported a similar movement in the
MuzaffaJ.1pur area in Bihar.
The
pattern all these throw up is clear. The
unrest among the tribal people and
peasantry in 'pockets where the communist extremists had a following was
given a new direction. In Tanjore
district in Tamiland, the peasant
movement against the landlords happens to be led by the extremist hardcore still inside the CPI (M), much to
the discomfiture of the party's leadership which looks to a long-term detente with the DMK to ensure comfortable political functioning in the
State. It is also true that there is a
movement among the peasants and
tribals of Wynad and nothing could
embarrass the Namboodiripad Ministry mo~re because it is led by extremists.
Whoever was behind the two raids,
the follow-up action by the Kerala

Government would have the effect of
smashing the movement in Wynad and
if the extremists of this area had to go
underground in the wake of the raids
it does not necessarily follow that they
.were behind the attacks.
Mr Chavan told the Lok Sabha
that he would ask the Chief Minister
to go into the roots of these raids,
which means he does' not view it as
a mere law and order problem. Nothing should suit the Centre to get the
official CPI(M) to fight its breakaway
ultras. To that extent, the Centre's
task is easier. Objectively, the Centre's reliance on the Kerala Government could only mean a calculated
gamble. If it pays off, it would have
split the CPI (M) wide open in Kerala. It would be in the Centre's interest to prop the Kerala Ministry at
Ithis stage because its ouster would
make the task of fighting the ultras
more
complicated
£Or everyone.
There is no Government with communist participation anywhere else at
the moment. It is either President's
rule Or Congress rule and the local
insurrections can be contained locally.
So there appears to be an agreement on maintaining the status quo, at
least until the mid~term elections next
February. Mr Chavan said the communist extremist trend which was asserting itself in various pockets derives. its inspiration
from outside
India and he also insinuated that a
movement that looks to outside inspiration might also be getting outside
help. He said it with his tongue very
much in the cheek, a sop for those
who want the CPI(M)
banned.
Much depends on the outcome of the
February elections. The Congress
hopes to make it in Uttar Pradesh
and in West Bengal while it is reconciled to losing Bihar. The position in
Punjab is marginal still and the outcome therefore is uncertain for the
Congress.
But the many Naxalbaris building
up in tribal tracts and among organised peasantry pose a challenge at
once to Mr Chavan and the CPI (M).
What Mr Nanda got the CPI to do
for'the Government to isolate those
who later formed the CPI (M) is now
sought to be got done through the
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A Mini-Pakistan?

CPI (M) to secure the isolation of
the ultras. The CPI(M) still seems
to look at it as little more than a proRAM}I
blem of organisation because like the
ye aIde cpr it has tried to convert a
another district, Malnad with the backpolitical crisis into. an organisational
crisis. The Centre has achieved its
FTER a propaganda frame-up ward hilly areas o.f Ernakulam and
objective of stabilising the CPI (M)'s
by which a bad name has been Kottyam districts. As with Malapuanti-China siarlce so that the party is given to the Veople of Laccadive ramr Malnad district would help the
ready to call its recalcitrant extremists Islands, the bureaucrats
and the development of a highly backward
Chinese agents. The party in Kerala Kerala Pradesh Congress leaders are area. But those who spit and fume
is going through a convulsion and ready now to strangle any democratic over the formation of a Muslim majothose who want it to quit the Minis- pro.cess in this Centrally administered rity district are silent over a Christian
inajority d~strict which Malnad would
try Jlave been gaining ground. The regIOn..
.
two raids on police stations, once pinn- .
On thes~ Islands lymg about three be, when formed.
ed on the extremists, were expected to hundred mI~es o~ the Malabar coast
It is on this anti-Muslim League,provide the opening for a crack-down the ~opulatlon IS hun~red per cent which mean~ practically anti-Muslimon the breakaway prodigals. But the MuslIm. T~e theme of th,e current cry that the Laccadive islands have
impact it would have on the extremists pfopaga?da IS that thes,e Islands are been. brought in. Passibilities of a
still inside the party does not seem antI~Indmn and ~ro-~aklstan and that link-up of Malapuram with the Laccato have been taken into the political th,e Islan~ers mamtam close ..contact dives and with Pakistan are discussed
ready-reckoning.
WIth PakIstan; that the only MP from pedantically by eminent columnists in
Whatever the degree of its aliena- ~he Islands, Mr P. M. Sayee~, belong- the Malayalam Press.
'
tion from the people at home, the mg to.. the Congress ParlIamentary
The fact remains 'that the islanders,
Kerala Government has proved its Par~y, IS, close.r to the allegedly pro- who live by fishing]and by trading cash
bana fides vis-a-vis the Centre. Mr PakIstam MuslIm League than to the crops like cocoanuts with Malabar,
Namboodiripad said his Government Congress; that o~ ~epublic Day, 19~5, have no. party politics at all. The
has not withdrawn the cases arising the 'Peo~le of Mlmcoy, one of th~ Im~ first general elections were held there
out of the Se.ptember 19 strike. Mr port~nt Islands, ran ':lP ,the PakIstam only in 1967 for the single parliamenChavan's tough talking always pays flag mstead of the IndIan, .
.
tary seat. Five independents contested
and to be sure Mr Namboodiripad reT?e propaganda campaIgn agamst it and the 27-year-old P. M. Sayeed
serves all his tough talking and the Islanders has been stepped up re- won it and became the 'first elected MP
bravado for the gentlemen-correspon- cent~y in the Malayalam Press to s.e~ve from the islands. Before this, the
dents of New Delhi's corrupted Press the mterests of the Congress OposItIon islands were represented in Parliament
Carps.
party who have assumed the role of by Mr Nallakoya, a nominated MP
, December 1, 1968 rabid Hindu communalists. The an- sponsored by the Kerala Predesh
ger of the Congress, the Jana Sangh
and the RSS has been roused by the Congress. After winning the elecUnited Front Government's decision tions Mr Sayeed joined the Congress
Forces of Disintegration
to form a district, with Malapuram Parliamentary Party.'
This young man, perhaps the only
town as its headquarters,
by joining
graduate
(educated in Mangalore and
Deserve A Rebuff !
together the highly backward hilly
Bombay)
from the Islands, has been
areas of Calicut and Palghat district.
fighting
a
long battle against the
The district, when formed, would have
Kerala
Pradesh
Congress who do not
a Muslim majority. The area is the
like him because he is not their nomiTHE NEW HINDI FORTNIGHTLY
stronghold of the Muslim League, a nee and refuses to become their stooge
member of the ruling coalition.
This decision has touched off waves and hand over the islands to their inHITS HARD AT THE HATED
af hysterical protests from rank com- fluence. Right from the start the Pramunalists. The Predesh Congress has desh Congress resisted him. As an
COMMUNALISTS
passed a resolution against its forma- Ll.B. student in Bombay, when he detion and it
would
seem
from cided to contest the election, Mr
Sayeed wrote to the AICC President
Yearly: Rs. 3 the
utterances
of
the
leaders
Per Copy : lOp.
that the formation of this district for a Congress ticket. This was referwould
amount to
the
gr~nt of red to the KPCC which said no. Failing
1, Grand Trunk Road, Lukerganj,
to get a reply in time, Mr Sayeed filed
sovereign status to the areas and
his
nomination as an Independent canALLAHABAD
would constitute a mini-Pakistan. The
didate
and won the elections and later
same people ignore the formation of
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joined the Congress party. He later
requested the AICC to form an adhoc Congress committee on the Islands,
feeling sure that the KPCC would rig
it if they were given the chance to do
it. The AICCpassed the request on
to the KPCC and with the help of the
nominated ex-MP the Pradesh Cong~
ress formed a committee which ignored all the islands except one, ·since all
the nominees were from Minicoy
island only. Naturally, this committee
became a flop. After six months the
AICC scrapped it and formed a new
ad-hoc committee.
But curiously
enough, the Pradesh Congress has been
violating basic discipline by ignoring
this committee and acting as if the
defunct committee set up by it is still
in force, Further, to the KPCC Mr
Nallakoya, who is now more Or less
settled in Calicut, is the elected representative of the islands. The fact that
the islands come directly under the
AICC and that area is not organisationally under them has been intolerable to the Pradesh bosses and they
have been active in villifying both the
islanders and their representative.
The islands are administered by
officials from the mainland who hold
despotic sway over the simple backward people almsot all of whom are
poor and uneducated. A pucca police
raj is in force there and the propaganda about the pro-Pakistani sentiments of the islanders is put out to
strengthen the grip of the bureaucrats.
Actually the islanders are loyal to
the Indian Union. During the IndoPakistan war there was a fund drive
in the islands. In poverty-stricken
Minicoy islands, ten thousand rupees
was collected within an hour for the
defence fund. Women gave away their
ear rings (the counterpart of the
thali of Hindu women) to the fund.
The fund drive was a great success.
The islanders have contact only with
the mainland, the Malabar coast particularly. None of them has served
the Pakistan navy and no contact is
Our

ag-ent at Vanarasi

M ANNALAL DAS
D-35/321A Jangambari
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maintained with Pakistan. The CBI
conducted an investigation in 1965
and returned satis'fied about the loyalty
of the islanders. But still the propaganda goes on.
Bad administration and the propa-.
ganda against them might goad the
islanders to commit the very sin they
are so unjustly accused of. The islands,
lying far away from the coast of India
and with scanty communication with
the mainland, have become the 'fiefs
of petty officials who are building up
a very undesirable image of the Indian
Union before the simple, straightforward, unsophisticated islanders.

With Best Compliments from

Communal Frenzy

The trump card of the OppOSItion
now seems to be the whipping up of
communal frenzy. Feelings are now
running high between Hindus and
Muslims on 'account of the hullabaloo
over the formation of Malapuram district. Mr K. Kelappan, the true-blue
Gandhite and Sarovodayite is now staging satyagraha for reviving a long discarded, derelict temple. The temple,
in ruins, is on a "Porampoku" land
which is surrounded by Muslim houses.
It is alleged that the temple has not
been used for any Hindu religious rites
for a long time now. The move to
revive the temple was ill received by
the local Muslims who have a mosque
near it. Communal feelings have run
high : clashes took place in which several were injured and one killed. The
satyagraha by Mr Kelappan finds a
prominent place in the leading proCongress dailies and this publicity has
sparked off sentiments in different centres'in the State. Calls to the Hindus
to unite to defend their temples and
their religion are being made here and
there and this has had its reaction
among Muslims all over Kerala.
Side by side with this, the bishops,
who find their business interests
threatened by the new University Bill,
have sent a Pastoral letter to all their
faithful to resist the Bill tooth and
nail.
All in all, communalism is assuming
incendiary forms and for this the
Congress, the Kerala Congress, the
Church and other vested interests are
res'P0nsible.

Universal Tyres Private Li"mited
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satellite countries everywhere, except
in South-East Asia, in the form of incoming aid. investment and loans, is
now balanced and in many cases exceeded by ouWayments to the capitalist metropolis. For example, in Latin
GODDARD
America as a whole, from 1950 to
1955 U.S. corporations invested $2
at all, as Mandel claims, that "under- billion on which they made profits of
developed countries can, less and less, $3.1/2 billion of which $1.1/2 bilbe used as a safety-valve for the capi- lion was repatriated. More generally,
talist system as a whole." On the ,the World Bank estimated in 1965
contrary, as both Jalee and Magdoff that all underdeveloped countries paid
demonstrate, the dependence of capi- out $4 billion in returns on foreign
talism on the Third World for raw investment and, in addition, had to
materials and markets is increasing, not find $3.1/2 billion to /Service their
diminishing. While trade and invest- external public debt, a total of $7.1/2
ment may be increasing more rapidly billion in outpayments. This is beginin the advanced sectors of the system ning to exceed movements of capital
than with the underdeveloped satellites, to the Third World as a whole. The
this should not mislead us into tl}ink- figures for capital movements in 1962
ing that . imperialism is pulling out. show that official donations to the
Still, post-war capitalism is undoubted- Third World totalled $2.3/4 billion,
lyon the defensive. It must treat the long-term loans of public capital
Third World more circumspectly, with totaIled $2 biJIion, private investments
greater consideration,
sugaring the $1. 1/4 billion ; that is, $7 bi1Jion in
pill of exploitation with aid, political all.
honours, and blandishments about "the
defence of freedom". Never have the Bloated Repository
The most recent tendency then apinterests of private business and those
of national and international security pears to be that the mechanism of
)eXjplfopriation of surplus has refined
been more perfectly aligned.
But if neo-colonialist exploitation is itself to such an extent that even with
intensifying, it is at the same time a relatively decreasing trade and
crippling world capitalism (as Lenin investment "presence" in the Third
predicted it would) :r;egardJess entire- World, world capitalism is managing
ly of the cold war confrontation with to exact bven more tribute than ever
communism (and in regard to this, before, which at the same time is
many American and European busi- intensifying its own problems of disnessmen have learnt that they can live posal of this vast surplus. The West
harmoniously with communism if it is beginning to resemble a bloated reand
would only keep its house in order). :pository of unused, underused,
As Sweezy and Baran have pointed misused capital while the Third World
out in Monopoly Capital, the central sinks deeper into underdevelopment.
internal economic 'p:r:oblem confronting If this means anything, the export of
U.S. capitalism at present is disposal capital, as Jake says, cannot any
of the enormous economic surplus ge- longer be considered as the principal
nerated by the monopoly o,rganization mechanism for the expansion of capiof capitalism. The Third World is talism.
. This mechanism has to be sought
now adding to, ·this surplus, thereby
exacerbating the' problem for the Unit- today in the increasing control the
ed States. As the Third World's rela- West exercises over sources of raw
tive share in world foreign investment materials in the Third World essenhas declined since 1945, the rate of tial to its own mass consumer goods
expropriation of surplus has nonethe- industries, the rapid escalation of
·less increased. It now 'runs at 12% those very industries in the Euro·of- net export receipts for underdeve- American metropo,lis, and the capal~ped countries. The net income of city of c~pitalism to continue export-

'-fhe Pillage Of 'The l~hird World
DAVIn

deal, has been written ab?ut
A great
the nature of contemporary Im:perialism ; little of it is either original
or illuminating. Pierre Jalt~e, however,
has provided us with a profile:,". of
modern forms of international exploitation, which has both the merit of
meeting the highest standards of economic research and of placing itself
in the tradition of Marxist scholarship.
Like Magdoff in the United States, he
approaches his subject with the zeal
of one who is accustomed to shifting
through the mass of often unrelated
and misleading statistical data put out
by capitalist governments and their international agencies. The result is a
highly concise and ordered account of
recent trends in trade and productive
relations, movements of capital, and
attempts by capitalist Powers to rationalize and shore up their controls
over a world in which ominous cracks
.are continually appearing.
Jalee shows that in an era of political decolonization when the metropolitan centres of the capitalist world
are turning in on themselves for
greater strength and consolidation,
imperialist exploitation of the Third
World, far from decreasing in intensity, is in fact becoming harsher. The
gladsome days of ruthless looting by
brutally competitive capitalist countries, when the main drive behind imperialism was to search for ever more
profitable investment
opportunities
abroad may well be over, but now international capitalism has to run to
keep standing still as the rug is slowly pulled out from beneath its feet.
Imperialism is hanging on tighter to
what it has got, but what it has got is
steadily shrinking in size. World capitalism is no longer expansionist, or
only feebly so, but this has not meant
:,".The Pillage of the Third World.
Monthly Review Press, New York,
1968. Price $6.00.
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ing investment goods at very high While, as mentioned above, the Third
funds for investment by U.S. comprices to underdeveloped countries : a World's share of trade with the ad- panies o,perating there are raised in
capacity supported by both bilateral vanced countries has declined since
Canada).
Investment in underdeveand multilateral aid and long-term 1948 from 32% to 23%, the value
loped countries, then, is not generally
loans of public capital tied to parti- of trade has doubled, but doubled in
expanding nearly as rapidly as it is
cular investment pr'ojects. As far as the context of worsening terms of
within 'the metropolis. The major
control over raw material goes, Third trade vis-a-vis the metropolis, which target for U.S. investors today is
World production is growing more means essentiaUy 1iliat trade "disen- Europ.e, and in manufactures. While
rapidly than in the advanced countries gagement" with the Third World is U.S. investment in the Third World
(as is true for basic food exports) , by no means improving its general has doubled in the years 1951 to
which means that the international economic position. But this disengage- 1959, it has tripled in the other addivision of labour as between manu- ment itself is ~p.urious since trade has vanced countries of Europe, Canada,
facturing nations and primary p:ro- simply grown faster internally to the and' Australasia. Where foreign invesducers has become sharper with the West than it has with the Third World. tors have a choice, as they do in seincreasing reliance of capitalism on Moreover, J alee points out that the condary industries, they prefer to insources of foreign supply. For ins- internal postwar growth of trade in the vest here with the countries where potance, U.S. imports of iron ore in West is of little economic significance litical credibility is not in question.
1940 were 3% of domestic consump- since it consists for the most part of The giant corporations involved in
tion, but in 1966 had risen to 43%. the exchange of highly similar lfinished extracting strategic raw materials, most
By 1975 the U.S. is estimated to have consumer products such as cars and of which are located in the' underdevea raw material de'ficit of 20%, where- textiles.
loped world, have no such choice, but
as in 1900 it had a surplus over dothey do have the reality of American
mestic consumption of 15%. FurtherForeign Investment
power to safeguard their investments
more, the driv.e to control raw mateTrends in foreign investment pre- and ensure a steady supply of "rerial sources, besides increasing, has sent a similar picture. The flow of sources for freedom" should this bealso changed in emphasis. While pre- private investment, 1948-61, to the come necessary.
viously capitalist firms sought control Thitd World remained fairly stable
over supplies and markets as pre- but increased within the advanced sec- Crisis Mechanism
emptive moves against rival capitalists tors of world! capitalism. The tenJalee's analysis of the pillage of the
so as to 'Protect and enhance their dency has ~een for capital to move to Third World in the contemporary
own profitability, now the problem is safer climates, even if less immedia- forms it is now taking, therefore seems
the survival of metropolitan industry tely profitable, rather than risk long- to ,pose new questions about the crisis
itself through the supply of its strate- term fixed investment in potentially mechanism of capitalism~ What is
gic needs. Seventy-'five per cent of undesirable
political environments. shoring the system up if foreign inthe critical materials used for the pro- Yet investment may have leveUed off vestment in underdeveloped countries
duction of jet engines by the U.S. air- to some extent for other reasons as is no longer. the main outlet for the
craft industry, for example, come well. By the postwar era capitalist economic surplus generated domestifrom abroad, and many of them from firms had pl'etty much carved up the caUy? JaUe thinks several factors
politicaUy highly "sensitive" areas of world as far as investment in new pro- are involved:
defence expenditure,
the world. The U.S. has shown con- duction in extractive industries was social welfare, investment in nationalderable awareness of this problem since concerned (notably oil and minerals). ized industries (especially in Europe
the early 1950s with the develop•. The major concessions were established where the State enters directly into
ment of a stockpile programme of despite shifts in control and owner- the productive process and may constrategic materials. There is, then, no ship within capitalism with the emer- trol up to 40% of GNP), European
disengagement, no moderation of im- gence of the U.S. as the leading capi- postwar constructions, the postwar
perialist exploitation in this sector of talist power (e.g. control of Middle technological revolution. But he sugrelations with the Third World
Eastern oil Ihas passed from th~ Bri- gests that the main mechanism may
In regard to trade, exchange of . tish to the Americans since 1945). lie in the great expansion in the progoods and services between under- Consequently, and along with the in- duction of investment goods and modeveloped countries and capitalist coun- creasing caution of investors, invest- noploy of the great part of Third
tries runs at $25 biIlion annally. But, ment has tended to be confined to re- World markets for these goods. Howfirst, this amounts to only 25% of investment abroad. Moreover, many ever, with the infrastructure of impetotal trade .within the metropolis coun- 'firms abroad are self-financing with rialist exploitation pretty much comtries, yet 80% of the Third World's little need to tum to the parent com- plete, the tendency for capital to
trade. And, second, 90% of all Third pany for new capital (although this is move back to the metropolis, and the
World eXiports are primary products, less true of extractive industlries than political insecurity of the Third World,
the prices of which are faIling relative in the assembly of manufactures, as in a constant threat to the stability' of the
to the price of manufactured goods. Canada where the majority of capital capitalist system, can the system stave
DECEMBER 7, 1968
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off a crisis indefinitely? Is the final
stage of capitalism approaching, a
stage where a single united imperialism
on a truly international scale confronts
a hostile Third World and a socialist
bloc which has succeeded in withdrawing almost a third of the world's
population from imperialist control?
Jalee is understandably cautious about
making predictions of this order. But
if, as his analysis of imperialism suggests most strongly, capitalist dependence on the underdeveloped coun-

tries has not at all diminished while
capitalism itself has not yet appeared
to be moving into an iq:evocable decline, then perhaps we should look less
to economic causes of capitalist crisis
than to the highly fluid political situation of the Third World as a whole,
a world which is less and less "one
big happy hunting ground" for world
capitalism, as impoverished peoples
throughout it struggle to make their
voices heard in order to excpress their
true social needs.

Student Activists IN USA
P. G. A.

A Sonerecently
as three year~ ago, no
could have predIcted the

politics. As the civil rights movement
discovered that the American "power
current direction of student activism structure" was unwilling or unable to
in the United States. Even the size 'meet Negro demands, its tactics beand influence of the student movement came increasingly militant, with nonwould have been difficult to guess. violence gradually losing much of its
The intensification of the Vietnam war appeal as a political weapon. The
and the "black power" emphasis in growth of the "black power" movethe civil rights movement have both ment followed the frustration of the
profoundly affected the student left, civil rights activists, ana this new
and indicated to many politically aware direction has virtually excluded whites
students that the crisis in American from the movement. These developsociety is deep, and is one that requir- ments within the civil rights movement
es massive and radical social change. have a profound impact on activist
middle-class whites
At the same time that student militants students-mostly·
and
on
the
university
campuses.
have recognized the need for social
The
failure
of
white
college students
change, they have been unclear about
to
bring
racial
equality
to America
the tactics and ultimate goals of this
change. This situation" coupled with was a source of (rustration to many
activists-who
had spent
growing discontent on the campuses student
large
amounts
of
time
and
energy in
among many students previously. unincivil
rights
struggles,
both
north
and
volved in the movement, means that
south.
The
failure
of
the
civil
rights
the direction of student activism is
unclear. Yet it is fairly obvious that movement coincided with the escalathe student movement will increase in tion of the Vietnam war and the failure of the student movement to have
militancy and support.
much
impact on the direction of
The tactics of the American student
American
foreign policy. Indeed, as
movement have become both increasstudent
protest
demonstrations became
ingly sophisticated and mor~ violent in .
the past year. There are a number of larger and more militant, the war also
reasons for this development. The gre~ in intensity. These two trends
background for many of the tactical in American society radicalized many
and ideological views of the new left students', and helped to stimulate some
can be found in the civil rights struggl- of the stridency and the new and unes of the early I960s, which fntroduced precedented tactics of confrontation
the notion of non-violent civil disobe- politics.
Another trend which has stimulated
dience into the realm of American
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American student radicals, and which
has helped to shift some of the focus
of the student movement to the university, is the growing disenchantment of
many students with the direction of
American higher education. The Berkeley revolt of 1964 first drew attention to student complaints concerning depersonalization within the universitiy, increasingly large classes, the
research orientation of many of the
prestigious universities which has lessened the concern with teaching, and
the expansion of institutions to 25,000
to 30,000 students.
The American new left is, therefore,
at least partly a product of the political frustrations of the current period.
Coupled with these frustrations is a
kind of political awakening which is
evident in Europe as well as in the
United States. This awakening has
been manifested most dramatically
among young people, particularly
university students, but there is an indication that it may be spreading to
other segments of the pepulation as
well. The cold war, for example, has
lost much of its meaning in a world
in which there is no "international
communist menace" since the break-up
of the Soviet bloc, and in which American hegemony is threatened not only
by the tiny North Vietnam, but by
French independence of American
policies. Technological changes have
created important shifts in the use of
labour, and the "computer revolution"
means changes in patterns of both
~onsumption and production in the industrially advanced nations.
Thus,
university students are ,perhaps the
'first major group in modern society to
perceive the social and political changes now taking place.
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Extra-Parliamentary

A similarity between the European
and American student movements,
which may become more ,important in
the coming p'eriod, is the fact that in
much of Western Europe there is no
viable parliamentary opposition to the
government in power, and students in
a number of countries have stepped
into the vacuum, and now provide a
kind of "extra-parliamentary
opposition," as it is called in West Germany.
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have defected to other camps should
pad IS not sure if the points made by Mr Namboodiripad has eX'posed his be persuaded to return to the party's
him would serve any Ipurpose, yet he own limitations as an administrator fold. Since most of the defectors are
feels it necessary to argue with Mr and as a· party man (to whatever
extremists, this could mean a new
Menon and "request" him to desist vague group he might belong) by his
swing towards leftist militancy. The
incompetence
in
both
capacities.
from the path of encouraging people
party's
dilemma, not only in Kerala,
The Hindu believes that the raids
to take law and order in their own
is
obvious.
"Revolutionary" advenhave been organised by local Commuhands.
tures, which have had disastrous renist
leaders
who
have
been
encouragThe newspapers do not appear to
sults, would not only invite more
have any use for such arguments. ed to violence by the sluggishness of
effective criticism from its opponents
the
Kerala
Government's
administraThey have straightaway ascribed the
but also alienate the party from wider
incidents to Left Communist extremists tion and its unwillingness to take swift
sections
of the general public. On the
and accused Mr Namboodiripad of action against law-breakers. In Kerala
other
hand,
moderation, in fact any
not dealing sternly with the law-break- the extremists have already caused
kind of sensible compromise, is total- •
much
damage
and
destruction
in
the
ers, ignoring that the gang alleged to
ly unacceptable to sections of the
be responsible for the raid on the estates of !private and public sectors. rank and file ~toxicated by the party's
Their
general
idea
seems
to
be
that
police wireless station at Pulpalli esown fiery jargon. So total is this
caped into the Congress State of discontented workers and peasants
rejection that the CPI(M) itself now
Mysore, which is a kind of private should be organised into armed groups
seems to attract the sharpest attacks
for
revolutionary
action.
This
is
imaempire for the Congress President, Mr
by the so-called Communist Revolugined
to
be
the
Maoist
pattern,
alNijalinga~pa.
The Indian Express,
tionaries, who had been members of
which at last learnt to call left com- though recent events in Communist
the
party until recently. Doubts about
munist extremists
"Naxalites" and China have shown that drastic changthe·
willingness or ability of Communot "Naxalbarites",
does not doubt es even there could be effected only
nists
in authority to exercise authority
that a case exists for Central interven- with the help of the Army. The
with efficiency and due responsibility
pa'per
says
that
the
Namboodiripad
tion in Kerala. Mr Namboodiripad's
arise even more fundamentally from
only hope of salvaging himself out of Government, if it is not to be comthe ambivalence that still marks the
his self-accumulated difficulties is to pletely discredited and held to ransom
CPI (M)'s policy statements on parliaincite the Union Government to ini- by terrorists, will have to abandon its
mentary democracy versus violent
tiate steps to remove him from office ambiguous policies and take rigorous
struggle.
action
against
every
form
of
lawand to declare President's rule. But
The Hindustan Times says that
breaking
;
otherwise
the
morale
of
the
the Union Government cannot stand
whether
there is a pattern in these inby inertly and watch Kerala go down police and the administration may decompetent
but nevertheless lethal actithe river. If the Naxalite Communists teriorate further. It is most unforvities
and
if
so who is organising them
continue their impudent defiance of tunate that the Marxist party has dewill be clear only when the police in
cided
to
continue
the
foolish,
but
danthe law Mr Namboodiripad must act
Kerala complete their investigations. ,
more forthrightly and less equivocal- gerous 'Programme of "agitation along
Nevertheless,
the presumption is strong
The Pulpalli
ly. If he is not prepared to do so he with administration".
that
it
is
the
doing of one or other of
should go or be made to go. The episode shows only too clearly that the
the
groups
calling
themselves '''Naxapaper is not sure about Mr Namboo- same "volunteers" who organised agilites" and wearing their "revolution-.
tation
against
the
Central
Governdiripad's Communist identity and wonary" intentions on their sleeves. Which
ders if he swears by "the Peking, ment have felt encouraged to raid
one among the feuding Naxalites of
police
stations
and
commit
dacoities.
Moscow, or Naxalite brand of Comdifferent hues in Kerala is responsimunism". At sixes and sevens with- To such persons the distinction bein himself, he seems incapabie of giv- tween the State Government and the ble for the outrages is not clear. Some
ing a clear answer and is drifting with Central Government appears arti'ficial of them have been quick to characterthe tdple tide, now here, now there, and they fall victims to the Communist ise it as the work of their enemies
and in a sense nowhere. Describing propaganda that revolution means intent on getting them into trouble
Mr Namboodiripad as a man with "a freedom to seize anyone's property. and "scuttling" their recent attempts
multiple-splintered mind" the paper If the Communist Party in Kerala at forming a "Communist revolutionsays that he must make up his mind continues to play with fire the conse- ary party". To Mr Namboodiripad
as to where he stands. In his zeal to quences for the people of the State these sanguinary activities of Comvent his spleen against the Union are likely to be disastrous.
munist splinters is hardly likely to be
The Statesman feels that concession
Government he is resorting to tactics
welcome. The avowed intentions of
which have made no visible dent on to extremist sentiment has done Mr the Kerala Naxalites, of whatever
New Delhi but boomeranged on him- Namboodiripad little good. The exe- special ·brand, are to harass continualself and made his own position as cutive committee of the Kerala CPI (M)
ly the CPI(M) leadership by creating
Chief Minister of Kerala difficult to has criticised the party's own 'Policy
"revolutionary" situations that it has
in
the
suggestion
that
all
those
who
the point of precariousness. In effect,
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to repudiate and thus brand itself as
irretrievably cQrrupted by the "bour- tion. The Chinese have since been puppet organisation. They have had
encouraging defections from the party
geois" constitutionalism it had acceptfairly good success in the lfirst part of
in the hope that in course of time
ed only to end it. In this attempt
their mission. But an all-India Maoist
to queer the pitch for the CPI (M), they would be able to form a truly party still seems some way off.
they may well have over-reached themelves. Mr Namboodiripad may like
nothing better than an opportunity to
deal with them firmly under the powers that the Constitution has conferred him. But the Kerala public may
MOHIM
ROODRO
not wish to inquire too closely into
motives, if these anti-social elements
is a revolutionary. A left left
are put out of mischief.
his minute scale been guilt)' of corrupt
left. But, like so many others,
practices that the giants carryon in
he has been unable to leave his wife
"Bizarre"
their much bigger fashion?
His face
and children to the wolves and go
To The Times of India the activities away to work for the party or the re- flushed with anger, he retorted with
of .the "self-proclaimed" Naxalites volution. Like so many others he the argument that everybody does it.
appear wholly bizarre. In West BenThe company would have spent the
works in an office and is a good
gal the Naxalbari group was distin- father and a good husband in his sum in any case ; and what about the
big rich people?
What about the
guished from other Left Communists
home. Like so many others he spends
senior officers in his office? What
because it believed that India was ripe
much of his office time each day in
about the managers ? the way they
for a Maoist type revolution based on
analysing with his colleagues the
carryon the expense-account game ?
a peasant army and because it set
national and international political
about the task of organsing an armed
Upset, he asked the entire room to
and economic issues. Such discusseizure of power. The effort was engive its verdict, and the verdict was
sions are often heated, complex and
tirely misconceived and doomed to
not guilty. He was not guilty of cOrloud. In short, he is a man who is ruption.
failure right from the start. It was a
waiting for the day when society will
classic case of infantile disorder of
But can a man who believes in
change, when new values wilI be estabchanging society do what my friend
which Lenin had spoken more than
lished and greed give way to love and
.forty years ago. But it could at least
did? Can a communist be a commuequality. In short, he is like so many
r be said that the grievances of the landnist and yet look around for five paise
others everywhere, good people waitless tribals in Naxalbari were genuine. ing for good days.
here and there? And when this communist brings about the new social
In Kerala the extremists do not have
But corruption finds its way everyorder, will he stop looking around for
the merit of even being united. Just
where. We know of the blackmarke- the five paise ?
as the convention for a third commuteers, the profiteers, the adulterators,
nist party was being held at KodaThis is the danger. The rich, the
the political power-chasers. We know
owners, the big shots, we know about
puzha, gangs of armed men, who also
of their corruption-after
all, it is the
them, they provide topics for discuscalled themselves Naxalites, were busy
meat of all the topics discussed by
attacking police stations for some
sion. But the smaller man forgets to
OUrfriend in his office and in his local
obscure reason.
Their opponents street-corner gatherings. What we do look at himself and find that almost
have described them as adventurists. . not know is that the poison has en- the same vices are operating in his
This is a legitimate criticism. Only tered Our blood stream too. Let us system. His vices are of course clothed in many plausible justificationsit is applicable to all those who call take OUr friend.
shortage of money and what-do-youthemselves Naxalites. The paper says
He was sent out on a mission by
the differences bet we e n the CPI his office and told to take a taxi and expect - when - everybody _ is - doing-the-same-thing.
and the CPI(M) could have been re- bill it on the office. On his return, he
Let us take another instance, an
solved as they had! been resolved in settled into his seat with a cat-swallowextremely, common practice, the practhe past if only Peking was not de- ed-a-bird smile. He had been clever.
tice of not working. No' working
termined to establish in as many He didn't take a taxi, he travelled by while at your table is such a common
countries as /possible factions which tram and thus made a net profit of thing that We do not even see it as
Almost
swore loyalty to it. Peking lost in- three rupees sixty paise'
unusual, let alone immoral. As a
terest in the CPI (M) because after the everybody in the room thought it was matter of fac~ the man who works is
general election of 1967 the organi- a clever thing to do and was a little the funny man. There is a gentleman
sation came to share power in Kerala envious. However, someone asked who, when he joined a new office,
him if it was correct for him as a polihappened to be working during the
and West Bengal and its leadership
tically and socially conscious indivibegan to adjust itself to the new situa- dual to do what he did. Hasn't he on tiffin hour, so engrossed he was in his
job. His departmental head walked
DECEMBER 7, 1968
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Corruption ! Corruption !
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in, and, surprised, asked him what the bribes, he was not going to take a
Liberation,
share
of
other
people's
illegal
earnings
matter was. When told that it was
simply because he liked doing the either. But that won't do. In some
PRABODH KUMAR MAlTRA
work, the boss laughed, joined in by way, the whole structure of share-thethe rest in the room, and said the bounty system would get jeopardised
lLLO pontecorvo's
Battle
of
if he did not take it and they infellow must be nuts.
Algiers,
an Italo-Algerian cosisted
and
made
him
take
his
share.
I know a gentleman who is a
production shown recently by the 'film
master in the act of doing a half hour's The end of this unpleasant and yet societies, portrays the astonishing saga
work over a whole week. He indeed common short story is this that X of t.he liberation war of the Algerians.
is a very interesting person, quiet, stub- now takes bribes and also shares the
Their desperat~ and irreversible stubborn, and the political theoretician bounty. For what's the point of sharbornness is shown in grim detail in a
ing
the
bounty,
but
not
taking
actual
(left, of course) of his room in his
reconstruction of the period between
office. His voice never rises high, but bribes? he argued. Everybody does 1954 and 1962. This is the period of
he always has some important com- it, he says and nobody cares, so what resistance, rebellion and death, the
ment to make at the end of any poli- the hell? Yes, it can he a very diffidepiction of which awakens in the
tical controversy. He is a believer in cult thing to be an honest man.
viewer a sense of solidarity and indigIt
is
easy
to
criticise
the
smaller
the new society. But he has developnation. Right from the pretitle when
ed the art of not doing his work to a men. Let us see what the boss of the drums beat as the army swoops down
refinement. He knows exactly how to man who spreads his half-hour's work on the populace, to the end the buildspread art all the papers on the table over seven days does. Well, he does up of reconstructed reality is a massive
so that at any moment he looks pro- not do a thing. He takes pJide in it. and instant indictment of the coloAnd at
foundly occupied. He even manages How does he keep his job?
such
high
pay?
He
knows
the art nialists.
• sometimes to take work home on
The script is terse and taut, actoo. He knows his manager is a
overtime basis.
commodating
nearly everything-the
Let us take another gentleman. He crook, and that the manager does not modus operandi of the revolutionary
has taken the art of not working to do much work either. So, he has per- FLN and the French army. And the
even a higher stage of sophistication. fected the art of being in his good hero is the people of Algiers. EisenHe has developed a method of so sit- books, and this he does by regularly stein's concept of mass as hero is given
ting in his chair that he looks alert and drinking with him.
a new dimension here. The people in
yet sleeps. He keeps his right hand close
Casbah go about their daily chores a _
And
what
does
the
boss
of
the
sleepto his eyes in such a way th~t one canthe FLN communique is made known
ing-sitting
man
do
?
Oh
well,
he
comes
not see them as one enters the room.
to them. Soon we see Ali, a persisHe takes his rest quite comfortabiy in to office at eleven, goes to lunch at tent offender, in prison where a new
this position but of course it has taken twelve (on company expense-account, phase of his life starts-his
converhim many year~ to perfect it. He of course) . He drinks with the sion to the cause of revolution. He
knows the footsteps of his boss, and "cream" of the society until it is near- emerges from jail, the same old illiat the slightest sound of them, he is ly four, when he returns to his office, terate self, but his approach gets a
awake down comes his hand to the walking sideways in semi-stupor. And new direction and a new fulfilment.
paper,' and he is working. A good again he leaves his office at five. Why With Ali's joini g the fold we share
gentleman, a docile gentleman. Cor- does he come in at· eleven? Because the experience of a new consciousness
he has a little company of his own,
rupt? No?
and straightaway get into the stride
But these people are at least in their in the same line of the one that he of an upheaval. The film is politicaloffices. What about the man who is works for a rival. He makes the staff ly mature ; the stage of conversion is
so busy with the UF election campaign of this office work for his company, followed by the agonising awareness
that he is hardly in his Calcutta Cor- and any new business that he procures of the necessity to carry the people
poration Office, except on pay days ? does not come to this one-but goes who are still uncommitted. The pro.
The other day an h~nest man took to the other one. And where does he cess of education to induct them ena job on the railways. At the very be- go at five while his staff work until tails elimination
of the easy-going
ginning his attempts to be 'honest' led six? To the same place, in the other and the recalcitrant.
to great tension among his colleagues, company.
The FLN hold on the community
but he declared that he would not take
is nearly complete.
They run a
Well,
who
do
you
blame,
the
gentleany unclean money. His colleagues
parallel government. A marriage inman
who
takes
one
week
to
do
a
halfaccepted that, but insisted that he
troduces a few girls who soon join
must take a share from the total boun- hour~s job, Or the gentleman who the fray actively-not to run errands
ty. It seems, they put- all the unclear sleeps sitting, or the young revolution- at the bidding of the leaders but to
money together and divide it among ary who made three rupees sixty paise go the whole hog. The sequence
themselves in some fashion. X objected or X who takes bribes? It's one big in which the three girls prepare to
to this. If he was not going to take choc-o-block.
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take up the task assigned to them is
moving and
deftly cinematic.
The
drums beat to magnify the throbbing
of the heart, in eager anticipation of
participation.
The face freezes for a
second and then the long shot melts
all three in the
crowd that screech
their way through the barbed wire.
The plastics blow up the places.
But the fuller awareness remains an
essential part. When Ben Haidi meets
the other leaders he propounds
his
points with telling emphasis.
Terrorism is alright to start with but it is
not the end.
People must move to
participate in the revolution.
The dif'ficulties of the task are admitted.
It
i difficult to start.
More difficult to
continue.
Even more difficult to succeed.
The director even makes the
leader utter that the real difficulties
begin
when the war is won. The
COurse of Algerian history after 1962
may have prompted him to add the
note ..
However, the
process
continues.
Torture by the rulers is matched by
retribution.
The
soldiers are there
"to win", as the French commander
proclaims.
The FLN faces a single
. objective, that of
driving them out.
'The commander talks about his part
in the "resistance"
against the Nazis
-a wry admission of the failure to see
things in perspective.
Then the UN
resolution which "hopes" that
the
'Problem will be settled in accordance
with the Charter.
A mockery of the
way things are sought to be settled.
All this is done with a passionate
dedication by Pontecorvo and his men
in .a purposive way. The tal.k about
people's participation in the course of
revolution finds
memorable expression in the last few minutes when the
seething mass of humanity converges
on the streets, banner in hand, making
common cause with the rest, fighting
a relentless battle against the enormity
of repression that sums up imperialist
domination.
The army shoots to kill
but the resolute
resistance
continues
till the tanks swerve to pass out of
sight-a
'figurative representation.
As a film Battle of Algiers very
much enters into
contact with
the
viewers and "a dialectical rapport between the author and the spectators"
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is established, as
hoped for by its
maker.
The players live
out their
roles and the whole town relives the
saga of its people's stubborn struggle.
The authenticity
of the account
is
astonishing in its details and the narration has an electrifying impact. One
only hoped a wider section of our
countrymen would have had the benefit of viewing it as the reconstructed
reality of a period and a country that
would ever remain a glorious chapter
in the annals of revolutionary
upheaval.

Two One-Acters
By A
THE

DRAMA

CRITIC

two one-acters currently being staged at Muktangan
every
Sunday morning
by Chhandak
are
rather disappointing
because
enthusiasm seldom
matches the ability so
necessary for a sustained
movement
warranting
serious attention.
In the
present
case, however, the effort is
initially circumscribed
by the choice
of the play itself.
Terodactile (?) is
a pretentious play in which terms that
form the scientific jargon of the, day
ranging from cybernetics to the obscure
arena of psychology
are freely bandied about. It is not clear whether the
intention is sheer punditry or a dig at
contemporary habits.
The characters-a
painter,
a supposed sorcerer and a cranky chronicler of progress-form
the persistent
trio supported by a girl and a couple
of others who come and go in a sort of
madhouse.
One character even utters
shibboleths,
presumably to give the
writer a chance to pillory the political
t)'1pe. And to cap it all a girl appears
on the stage, who, we are told, is
nothing but a mechanical toy doing
things at the behest
of its maker-a
disingenuous invention to bring forth
the denouement to round
off the
story.
Acting is not up to the mark and
the overall production is amateurish.
Mrityur Sad is a somewhat sombre
name for material that promises to be
mOre funny than it turns out to be in
the production,
Slapstick seems more

suitable
to such a plot but despite
compactness it suffers in the hands of
the director
and the players.
The
characters are well conceived as types
but the performance
fails to make
prop'er use of the little effect that
could be hoped for. A couple
of
players, including a girl, who appear
in both the plays, generally
give a
better account in the latter.

Letters

The Benefactor
You wonder that the "Government
ordered
genuflection
on a national
scale to honour"
the president of the
World Bank (November 30). I wonder that you wonder at the genuflection. Coming from a bourgeois family
you should know that it is the age-old
custom of the bourgeois to genuflect
in honour of a benefactor, Calcutta's
electric
supply
partly
comes from
the DVC system, which is par{ly
financed by the World Bank.
Thus
it is because
of the World Bank that
Calcutta still breathes.
I, as a bourgeois,
wonder why
Calcutta should
not genuflect.
The pity is that though
India hobnobbed much with the Communists (Russia, China) in the early
years of her statehood she refused to
learn the communist
way to treat a
benefactor,
though
the examples of
Russia treating
America
in respect
of lease-lend receipts during the war
and of China treating Russia after a
decade of receiving nourishment from
the latter,
were there.
And what, I
wonder further,
prevented the editor
of Frontier
fro m emitting
fire
when recently
Mr McNamara visited
Moscow and the revisionist
Russians
just forgot to stage a demonstration.
In the same columns,
you aver
that "who
were
responsible,"
(for
"the burning of a few vehicles") "has
not been
established."
There
are
things which need not be established.
An open eye and a clear mind are
enough
to know the culprits.
Does
it need to be established
that "the
university
bounties are bestowed on
the basis of politiCal conformity." as
you airily aver in the same issue
1.7

9

under a different heading. ?
Lastly, I don't see that "the students
would have failed themselves if their
response had been different", but
I know for certain they would certainly
have failed the editor of Frontier
and likeminded politicians who never
want the st~dents to fail them in their
destructive designs.
BHUT

NATH

BHATTTACHARjEE

Janbari, Howrah

McNamara In Terai
One aspect of Mr McNamara's visit
to India is worth mentioning. He came
to the Agricultural University at Pantnagar (Nainital) in D.P., erected on
Jim Corbett land by a band of Americans. With the sanction .of the State
Government they took over 16,000
acres-now being increased to 32,000
acres, according to newspaper reparts.
The university employs paharis, hill
people, on part-time basis and has
stockpiled 2.5 million tonnes of wheat
and maize, in addition to the sale
proceeds of high-yield varieties and
hybrids etc of about Re 1 million in
1966-67, to be stepped up to Rs 5
million in 1967-68. The paharis, on
the ather hand, have no land, not even
dwellings of their own. They come to
collect unhusked grain left in the dust.
On these 16,000 acres, there is an
aerodrome which can be expanded to
accommodate a large air base, the
adjacent land being na-man's-land.
So, Mr McNamara's "green revolution" is not to be confused with greater aid ta the Agricultural University
(the Vice-Chancellor once said, "We
have enough resources to build a city
like Illinois" in a few years). Will it
be wrong to think that there will be
a gradual build-up in the Himalayan
Terai to meet any eventualities connected with the landless peasants?
The
Vice-Chancellor is well known for his
action against student unrest in the
university in May 1967. The American advisers helped him by taking
photographs-which
resulted in the
expulsion of many students (about
49) without notice.
A STUDENT
U.P. Agricultural University
Pantnagaf, D.P.
18

Jadavpur
Americanization of Jadavpur University has already created an alien,
unhealthy atmosphere in which the
authorities are trying to suppress the
students' voice. Besides the university's hobby clubs and sacieties which
are operated as instruments of American "cultural" penetration, World University Service subverts the values of
students through the social get-togethers, fetes and festivals it organises
(in a recent fete WUS arranged a
"target practice corner" where battles
of beer were the targets and those
successful were given the bottles).
In their attempt to pick up and
penalise progressive students, the authorities often violate the university
rules and regulations. One of the
means is the system of internal assessment. It is quite vague and arbitrary
and does not depend upon any written
document .or record of work but upon
the "impression" of the authorities
cancerned. There are other ways of
'finding out left-leaning students. In
a recent viva voce students were asked abaut their views on Vietnam and
other political issues. Was it a mere
coincidence that those with 'p,rogressive
views did not get through though they
had brilliant records in the written
papers?
Naw promotion has been refused to
some students though they had passed
the B.Sc Part I and their "back"
papers at the B.Sc preliminary supplementary examination. This is in clear
violation of the existing rule which
states that students who have "back"
papers of the preliminary examination
have to pass B.Sc Part I and their
"back" papers of B.Sc preliminary ...
"at a subsequent examination before
they are promoted to the Third Year."
It may be pointed out that in a similar case a student was promoted last
year.
The authorities da not hesitate to
violate their own regulatians to adjust
irregular practices. In 1967 the result of the B.Sc examination was, it is
alleged; cancelled and a new one published which awarded the degree ta a
candidate who had failed.
Postering, rallies, processions have

been virtually banned, excluding, of
course, posters publicizing the programme of WUS and other .organisations which propagate Yankee culture.
A

STUDENT,

Jadavpur

Loot
I write with reference to your
Drama Critic's view on Loot by the
Calcutta Drama Group, published in
your issue of November 23, 1968.
Fram his opening sentences, it appears that your critic is under the impression that Loot was written before
the Second World War. This is incorrect-the
play was .only written
in 1965. I would also point out that
in his fourth 'Paragraph he used the
word "ersatz" for describing Calcutta
audiences. I would submit that this
is an incorrect
usage of the word,
which actually means 'substitute'.
Possibly he was thinking of other ..(;,
things when he wrote the review.
V. M. CRISHNA
Calcutta

Czechoslovakia
Even if the Czech communists announced that the doctrine of dictatorship of the proletariat is not valid in
their country, that would only mean
that they are trying ta adjust their
programme to a new situation. And
in any case the point is controven:ial.
"Concession after concession was given to the counter-revolutionary forces",
writes BBG (November 9). I wonder how far this is true. In a world
dominated by communism the chance
of restoration of capitalism is little. As
advancement takes place the communist parties are bound to be downgraded. Freedom of the Press, radio
and television is not deplorable. In
short, as socialism advances the State
and party should wither away. Soviet
intervention in Czechoslovakia is unjusti'fied.
A. K. Roy
Islampur, W. Dinajpur
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:RESEARCH
&_DEVE· PMEII'
GIVES
~VERSIILE JUTE
16 DRT
T
Throughout the wide range of jute's
applications certain qualities stand out:
toughness, lightness,
~
resilience, economy.
":".,;
That's why jute is
-'"-':;k>
··'used for wrapping and
packaging, for providing tough
backing for carpets, for reinforcing
laminated boards.
But that's only part of the jute 'Story.
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT,
key words in the modern
industrial world,
are leading to
exciting end uses
for the versatile fibre. Jute is now woven
as a fine fabric for the glamorous world
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in PVC-coated
pipes; it adds rigidity in the making
of small boats; it is endlessly versatile.
The BIRD-HEILGERS
~
GROUP is in the
forefront in winning
new markets for jutethe versatile fibre-both here and abroad.

~
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The Auckland JutE! Co. Ltd.
The Dalhousie Jute Co. Ltd.
The Kinnison Jute Mills Co. Ltd.
The Northbrook Jute Co. Ltd.
The Union Jute Co. Ltd.
Bird's Expon Division.
Chartered Bank Buildings, Calcutta·'

the "Grand Coalition" in West Ger.many and the overwhelming parliamentary strength of the Gaullists in
France have stimulated this response,
and placed the students in the unique
position of being practically the only
articulate opposition to the government. In the United States, too, such
a situation may be emerging. For a
short time, some of the energies of liberal and radical American students
were absorbed into the anti-war candidacy of Senator Eugene McCarthy.
But when Hubert Humphrey was
chosen by the Democratic Party to
oppose Richard. Nixon, many Americans,
particularly
university
students, perceived that there was no
viable political opposition in the
United States. It is very likely that the
movement will intensify and the tactics
will become more militant and extreme.
The question has often been asked:
what are the aims of the students?
This is not an easy question to answer, since the student movement and
its leading organization,
Students
for a Democracy Society (SDS), have
no well articulated ideology. The SDS,
in its recent convention, has developed
a kind of "revolutionary communist"
r . ,position, which criticizes the established communist movements, but is
in general sympathy with Ho Chi
Minh in Vietnam. and Castro in Cuba.
, There is also a strong emphasis on
participatory democracy and decentralization. And as the American political situation becomes more desperate,
it is likely that the ideology of the stu-
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dents will become more extreme. The
large majority of American students,
and even the student activists, are
not "revolutionary communists," but
their deep dissatisfaction with the
status quo, and the active programmes
of the new left have a strong attraction for the less ideological students.
The American student movement,
for the first time in its history, has
turned on the university in its attacks.
Failing to budge the "establishment"
in other areas, it has chosen the university as an easier target, one which can
mobilize support from among students
not normally involved in radical activism. The university is accused of
being a part of the American "establishment" and thereby at least partly
guilty for the war in Vietnam and for
racial oppression at home. And there
is a good deal of justification for these
charges, since the major American
universities do research for military
and government agencies and have
military r~search programmes. Significantly, the students have achieved
some successes in their struggle against
the university. Columbia University
was brought to a complete standsti!l
by a series of student demonstrations
which resulted in 700 arrests and the
concellation of examinations. Other
institutions have made some reforms
to meet student demands.
What, then, of the future?
It is
impossible to make a positive prediction since the student' movement is
very much affected by changes in society. The movement itself is also in
a period of very rapid change, as student leaders are trying to develop
tactics which will successfully deal with
the crisis as they see it. Nevertheless,
it seems likely that the movement will
increase its strength in the coming
period, wlil become ideologically more
radical, and will continue its emphasis on the university as a vehicle for
social change as well as trying to reach
out to the working class-a particularly difficult problem in the United
States. Tactically, the student left
WIll continue its emphasis on "confrontation politics"-an
effort to con~ront the university Or the government
in an effort to create a crisis situation
which ~ay lead to social change.
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Trouble In Kerala
.COMMENTATOR

THE

United Front Ministry in
Kerala is in trouble. The identity
of those responsible for the "recent
outbreak of terrorism" in the State has
not yet been established or disclosed,
though the Chief Minister, Mr Namboodiri'P'ad, forecast in the State Assembly that more of such incidents
might occur. Later, he was more
specific and told a meeting in Bombay that the Congress, having failed
to oust the Kerala Ministry through
any other means, had resorted to the
ultimate tactics of organising disturbances in the State. The reported
attacks by unidenti'fied groups on some
police stations have made big news in
all pa'pers which have seized upon
these incidents as further evidence of
the total collapse of law and order in
Kerala. The bogy, first raised by the
Union Law Minister, Mr P. Govinda
Menon, is now being echoed in many
quarters, and it would not be surprising if the Centre cites these incidcnts
as sufficient ground for dismissing the
UF Ministry and imposing President's
rule. The Centre had been waiting for
long for an opportunity to step in,
and it is' doubtful if Mr Namhoodiripad's promise of stern action against
the guilty and his appeal for coo'peration from all parties to nip the terrorist activities in the bud would deflect the Congress from its chosen
course. The Congress, of course,
denies that it has any such intention ;
even Mr Menon claims that he gave
no incitement for revolt against the
elected Government in the State,
though he issued a call for collective
self-defence, and for organising the
people against the Marxist Communists. Mr Namboodiripad's rejoinder
has been that In that event Mr Menon
cannot reasonably deny the CPI(M)
the same right of collective self-defence in Andhra as the Marxist Communists were seriously concerned over
the law and order situation in some
parts of that State. Mr Namboodiri13
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